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ON THE MAXIMUM MODULUS OF POLYNOMIALS

M. A. QAZI

(Communicated by Clifford J. Earle, Jr.)

Abstract. The maximum modulus on \z\ = r < I of a polynomial of degree

n not vanishing in \z\ < 1 is estimated in terms of its maximum modulus on

\z\ = 1 and certain of its coefficients. Some other related problems are also

considered.

1. Introduction

Let ¿Pn denote the class of all polynomials of degree at most n . Further,

for / holomorphic in \z\ < R let

M(/;r):= max |/(z)|       (0<r<P).
\z\=r

If p belongs to £Pn then so does /(z) := z"/?(l/z). As such, by the maximum

modulus principle M(/; r_1) > ¿Vf(/; 1) for 0 < r < 1 . Since Af(/; r~l) =
r~nMip ; r), we obtain

(1) MÍp;r)>rnMÍp;l)     for 0 < r < 1.

In (1) equality holds if and only if p(z) is a constant multiple of z" . It should,

therefore, be possible to improve upon (1) if /?(z) does not vanish in |z| < 1.

Indeed, Rivlin [8] proved

Theorem A. Let p c9>„. If p(z) ^ 0 for \z\ < 1, then

(2) Mip;r)>[^-\   Mip;l)    for 0 < r < I.

The result is best possible with equality holding for polynomials of the form

iX + pz)", \X\ = \p\.

Extensions of Theorem A were considered by Govil in [4]. After noting that

(2) can be replaced by the somewhat more general inequality

(3) Mip;r)> (jjj)   Mip;R)     forO<r<R<l

he proved.
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Theorem B. Let p G 9>„ and píz) ¿ 0 for \z\ < 1. If p'ÍO) = 0, then for
0 < r < R < 1 we have

(4)

Whereas (3) is sharp, inequality (4) leaves something to be desired. We are

indeed able to replace it by

y-tM     Mip;R)     forO<r<R<l.

This inequality is sharp at least for even n as is seen by considering polynomials

of the form (A + pz2)n>2 , \X\ = \p\.

Our approach to the problem gives the two inequalities (3) and (4') at the

same time. The idea is of a wider scope, but in our presentation we shall prefer

clarity and simplicity over generality. Nevertheless, we shall clearly indicate the

extensions that can be obtained without much difficultly. We shall also present

an application of Theorem A.

A reader wondering about the value of a condition like "p'(0) = 0" appearing

in the statement of Theorem B might find some of the sections in [9, §6 in

particular; 10; 7] persuasive. We wish to add that if p(z) := Y^v=oCvZ" satisfies

the conditions of Theorem A then Píz) := piz2) belongs to 9>2n and satisfies

the other two conditions of Theorem B. Hence according to (4'), if 0 < r <

R < 1 then

Mip;r) = MÍP; sfr) > (1±LJ MiP; VR) = (j^Jî)"M(P>R)>

i.e., (3) can be seen as a corollary of (4').

2. A LEMMA

We need the following auxiliary result.

Lemma 1. If />(z) := Co + YZ=m c"zV has all its zeros in \z\ > k > 1, then

(5) Mip';l)<r^Mip;l);

more precisely

(6) Mip>- I) < n_l + jm/n)\cm/co\k^_

Remark 1. If 1 + ymzm + ■■■ + y„zn ¿ 0 for \z\ < 1, then [7, Theorem 2']

|7/m| < n/m . Applying this result to the polynomial pikz)/co we conclude that

m

n

Cm

Co

km < I.

Hence (5) is contained in (6).

Proof of Lemma I. It follows from a well-known theorem of Laguerre (see, e.g.,

[6]) that if píz) ¿ 0 for \z\ < k then

npiz) - zp\z) ¿ -Çp'iz)     for |fl < k,  \z\ < k .
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Hence
P'iz)

npiz) - zp'íz)
<-¡-     for|z|<zc.

K

The function
fix) :«= kpl{kZ

npikz) - kzp'íkz)

therefore, is, holomorphic in \z\ < 1 where it satisfies |/(z)| < 1. Further,

/(0) = ••• = /(m-»(0) = 0 and fm\0) = im/n)icm/c0)km . Hence by a
generalized form of Schwarz's lemma

\f(z)\ < \z
m_i \z\ + im/n)\cm/c0\kn

im/n)\cm/co\km\z\ + 1

for \z\ < 1. In particular, this holds for \z\ = l/k and so

i // m ^     1     l + im/n)\cm/c0\km+l ,
I^WI * F*r (m/„)|cm/coi^-' + i|np(z) - zp (z)l   for|7| = 1-

But if p G ̂ „ then for |z| = 1 the quantity |«p(z) - zp'(z)| does not exceed

(see, e.g. [5, Lemma 1, p. 8]) nMip; 1) - \p'íz)\ and therefore (6) holds.

The case m = 1 of (6) was proved in [3]. Here we need a more general form

of Schwarz's lemma; otherwise the proof is not very different.

3. Extensions of Theorem A

3.1.   Our main result is

Theorem 1. If piz) := Co + S"=m cvzv has no zeros in \z\ < 1 then for 0 < r <

R< 1

1 _|_ rm \ n/m

(?) Mip;r)> (j-p^J      Mip;R);

more precisely

(8) Mjp;r)>e,p(-n[R    f + ^/n)\c,co\t^        d\M{p.Ry
K)        yy'  '-    V\     Jr   tm+l + im/n)\cm/co\itm + t)+l    J     w'    '

Proof. For 0 < r < R < I and d G [0, 2zr) we have

\piRei6)\< \pirei6)\ + j   \p'ite'6)\dt,

which readily implies

(9) MÍp;R)<MÍp;r)+ÍMÍp';t)dt.

Since piz) ^ 0 for \z\ < I, pítz) ^ 0 for \z\ < l/i and so by (5)

max t\p'itz)\ <    —— max \p(tz)\,
|z|=l I + I |z|=l

which is equivalent to

ntm~x

(10) M(p';í)<—M(p;i).
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Using this estimate in (9) we obtain

(11) Mip;R)<Mip;r) + J   !g^M(p; t)á.

Now let us denote the right-hand side of this inequality by <P(P). Then &ÍR) =
íínRm-l)/il +Rm))MÍp;R) and (11) can be written in the form

(12) <D'(P)-^^«D(/?)<0.

Multiplying through by (1 + Rm)-"/m we obtain

(13) -^íl+Rm)-"'m<t>ÍR)}<0,

which implies that (1 + Rm)~nlm®iR)  is a nonincreasing function of R in

(0, 1). Thus

/\+rmylm
(14) *(r)-(îTR^J    *{R)   {or0^r<R^1-

From this (7) follows since <P(r) = Mip ; r) and 0>(/<) > M (j) ; R).
If we had used (6) instead of (5) we would have ended up with (8).

3.2.From (8) it follows, in particular, that if p(z) := cq + cxz + ■■ ■ + cnz" / 0

for |z| < 1, then for 0 < r < R < 1

Mip ; r) > exp (-n j* ,2 í^1?/?1, , A MÍP ; R)
t2 + í2/n)\cx/c0\t+l

M{p;R).
l + i2/n)\cx/c0\r + r2 ^

l + í2/n)\cx/c0\R + R2,

Thus we obtain the following extension of Theorem A, which also includes (4').

Corollary 1. If piz) := Y^v=mcvzv has no zeros in \z\ < 1 then for 0 < r <

R < 1 we have

where X := cx/nco-

3.3. Extension of Theorem A to entire functions of exponential type. An entire

function / is said to be of exponential type x if it is either of order less than

1 or it is of order 1 type at most x. The Phragmen-Lindelöf indicator of a

function / of exponential type is defined to be

V(fl):=limsupl0g^(/"g' -11        (O<0<2zr).
r—>oo r

The boundedness of an entire function of exponential type on one line carries

with it boundedness on every parallel line. Assuming that / is bounded on the

real axis we set

/¿(/;y):=     sup    |/(jc + i»|.
— 00<JC<00
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If p G fPn then /(z) := píe'z) is an entire function of exponential type

t = zz bounded on the real axis. Besides, /z//(7t/2) < -1, hg>Í7t/2) < -1 where

giz) := eiTZJ(J). If piz) # 0 for \z\ < 1 then /(z) ¿ 0 for Imz > 0 and
hfin/2) = 0. Our extension of Theorem A to entire functions of exponential

type reads as follows.

Theorem 2. Let f be an entire function of exponential type x bounded on the

real axis. Further, let hfin/2) = 0, hfiin/2) < -X < 0, and hg\v./2) < -X

where giz) := enzf(z). If /(z) ^ 0 for Im z > 0, then

(i — Xv \ T/^

y^L^J      „(/;,)     for0<n<y<oo.

Remark 2. Theorem 2 applies to functions of the form

fiz):=co+ I     eiztcpit)dt + ceizz       (0 < X < x/2,  <p g L{X, t - X))

not vanishing in the upper half plane.

Proof of Theorem 2. For t > 0 the function fiiz) := fiz + it) satisfies all the

conditions of Theorem 2 and is even ^ 0 in the larger half plane Im z > —t.

According to a known result [2, Theorem 3]

Píf';t) = píf't;0) < T^sßUi';0) = t^ijM/; 0,

and so for 0 < n < y we have

Pif;ti)<Pif;y)+ f T^-npif;t)dt.
Jn    It"

Denoting the right-hand side of this inequality by y/in) we obtain

which implies that (1 + e~ln)~xlx\pin) is a nondecreasing function of n for

»; >0. Hence (16) holds.

4. An application

For R > 1 let <§« denote the ellipse whose foci are -1, +1 and the sum

of whose semiaxes is R. If p c¿?n and p(jt) is real for real x, then [1]

(17) max\píz)\<ÍRn + R-")/2  max   |/?(x)|.
ze^R -1<*<1

In (17) equality holds for constant multiples of Tn (the zzth Chebyshev poly-

nomial of the first kind), which, as we know, has all its zeros on the interval

(-1, 1). We prove

Theorem 3. If p(z) := YTv=m cvzV has all its zeros on the interval [-1, 1], then

cms i  ¿  m^ (R2 + 2\N\R+l\n
(18) ^1*|P(Z)I * (,   2(|A1 + 1)*   J   T<a/<,I/?(X)I

vf/tere A := c„-X/ncn ■
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Proof. Since T„íx) = 2n~lx" + tn-2ix) where tn-2 G ¿Pn-i, we have

1 1 -
P(x) = 2^rc«r«W + 2^2c"-ir»-i(;c) + 5Z dkTn_kix)

k=2

and so

z + z-l\ 1       z" + z"" 1 z"-1 + z~n+l
?Cn t + ~„_->Cn-l ~

z2"

2"-1 2 2""2

1   "
+ ^^2 dkiz"-k + z~n+k).

k=2

Thus

(19) fíz):=znp^í+^_^ = l¡Cn + _LTCn_lZ + ... + l;Cn

is a polynomial of degree 2n having all its zeros on \z\ = 1. So |A| < 1 and

by Theorem 2

^■)2('+y;^.)W,.).
But ¿Vf(/; /<-') = /T" max^ |p(z)|, ¿Vf(/; 1) = max_i<^<i |p(x)| and hence

(18) holds.
Since |A| < 1, we obtain, in particular, that if a polynomial p belonging to

fPn has all its zeros on [-1, 1], then for all R > 1

(20) max |p(z)| >    -Í-        max   |/z(x)|.
zer« \        2        y    -i<x<i

It is easily seen that in (20) equality holds for constant multiples of

k
^)-(2;)^t(„2_\)

v     ' k=l

and, of course, also for those of the polynomial z >-> /?*(-z).
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